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 • discuss the different kinds of packaging in lunches and understand 
the difference between containers that are reusable and those 
that are garbage

 • discuss why we reuse containers to reduce lunch waste
 • discuss where lunchtime packaging ends up (back home to be 

used in recycling containers, in compost bin, in garbage can) and 
which types of packaging help the environment

Graph the Goods (K-3)
Intro: Packaging makes up twenty per cent of our household waste. 
Of the 7,000 items in the grocery store, about 3,000 are wrapped in 
packaging that ends up in the garbage. Individually wrapped portions 
of items like cheese or juice are convenient but they are generally two 
to four times more expensive than the bulk options and sometimes the 
packaging is not even recyclable.

Materials:
 • chart paper
 • student lunches
 • copy of student worksheet

Activity: This activity will need to take place before lunchtime. 
Enlarge the chart outlined on the worksheet developed for this activity. 
Place it on a table or floor (horizontal surface). Have a few students 
get their lunches from their packs. Observe the different ways students 
bring their lunches to school. Next, look at the various types of 
packaging and containers used for the lunches. Discuss what happens 
to the packaging once they finish their lunch. Ask students to place 
their lunch on the large chart, in the appropriate category.
Ask the students to comment on where most of the lunchtime 
packaging will end up. Why do some people bring water bottles, juice 
boxes, plastic box containers, etc.? Brainstorm the advantages and 
disadvantages of each.

Conclusion/Discussion: Explain that there is a lot of garbage 
produced daily by each and every one of us. Let the students know that 
there are easy ways to avoid unnecessary packaging. What types of 
packaging (referring to lunch containers) can we use to decrease lunchtime 
garbage? How can we make our lunches produce no waste at all? 

Extension Activities: + Take a field trip to Hartland landfill or to 
your local recycling depot. + Create a bulletin display to encourage all 
students in your school to pack garbage free lunches. + Discuss who 
in the community is responsible for collecting garbage and recyclables. 
Read Garbage Collectors by Paulette Bourgeois (Canadian author, ISBN 
1-55074-040-7). + Download supplementary 3R lessons and activities 
at www.crd.bc.ca/teacher.

IRP outcomes
[SS] Gather information from 
personal experiences and 
visual representations (K-1)
[SS] Describe their role and 
responsibilities as members 
of the classroom and school 
community (K-3)
[SS] Demonstrate and 
describe responsible 
behaviour in caring for local 
environment (K-3)
[SS] Describe how decisions 
are made in groups, the 
classroom and the school (2)
[SS] Present information 
using oral, written or visual 
representations (K-3)
[PP] Recognize when a 
problem exists
[PP] Relate consequences to 
actions and decisions (K-1)
[PP] Describe a problem-
solving model (2-3)
[SC] Describe ways to rethink, 
refuse, reduce, reuse and 
recycle (K)
[SC] Communicate their 
observations, experiences 
and thinking in a variety of 
ways (1)
[SC] Infer the probable 
outcome of an event 
wor behaviour based on 
observations (2)
SC Measure objects and 
events (3)
MA Construct a pictograph 
using one-to-one 
correspondence (K-1)
MA Sort objects by one or 
more attributes and by using 
graphic organizers (2-3)
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Many of us already bring garbage free lunches! This helps to reduce 
packaging waste that goes to the landfill. Let’s see how our lunch 
packaging stacks up today!
 

Reusable Recyclable Compostable Garbage

Most packaging was _________________________________________

The least amount of packaging was _____________________________
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